' K. Kawabata Many rare neutron-rich isotopes in the range 16~& 34 can be synthesized from seed nuclei exposed to explosive carbon burning. This process, which involves no new astrophysical parameters, can solve most of the outstanding problems in the thermonuclear synthesis of elements in the range & 34.
For a theory of the origin of the atomic nuclei to be satisfactory, it must account quantitatively for the abundances of all of the stable nuclei, not just the more abundant ones. The explosive burning of oxygen and silicon nuclear fuel during rapid hydrodynamic ejection from stars produces the nuclei between silicon and nickel with convincing success' except for the relatively rare neutronrich species "8 "Ar, 4 K '""Ca, 'Sc, ""Ti, "V, "Cr, "Fe, and "Ni. We are thus led to seek within the general picture of exploding stellar shells a naturally occurring circumstance for the synthesis of these nuclei from sources other than the primary fuels. We have discovered that a very promising site for this synthesis is in the shells that explosively burn carbon as a primary fuel, resulting in the primary products Ne, "Na, "" "Mg, and "Al. During Table I ). In the sulfur-calcium region, however, (P, y) and (P, n) reactions, although slower than (n, y) reactions, play a much more important charge-increasing role. We constructed a computer code which calculates the rate of change of the abundances of the seed nuclei in terms of the free densities of neutrons and protons and integrates those equations through the explosion. The network to follow the fate of the S, Ar, and Ca seed nuclei involves as many as 91 nuclear species in the region 14-Z~24 including the isotopes "Si through "Si, "P through "P, "S through "S, "Cl through "Cl, "Ar through "Ar, "K through "K, 'Ca through "Ca, "Sc through "Sc, "Ti through "Ti, "V through "V, and "Cr through "Cr. The limits to this network were chosen from considerations of neutron separation energies and of (P, n) and (P, y) reaction rates for nuclei of increasing Z. There is in all this a very big challenge for laboratory nuclear physics. Many specific and interesting nuclear reactions play a key role in determining the final abundances of these species.
Measurements relevant to thermonuclear reaction rates are badly needed, especially (1) the reaction "S(P,y)"Cl, which moderates the final yield of "S; (2) the branching ratios for (n, y), (n, P), and (n, n) in neutron bombardment of "Ca, "Ar, and "S, which control the direction of important flows; (3) the (P, n) cross sections in very neutron-rich isotopes of Cl, Ar, K, Ca, Fe, and Ni -specially ' 'Cl, ' 'Ar, ' 'K Ca 62'64Fe, and ""Ni; (4) the (n, y) and (P, y) cross sections for "Ca, which moderate the final yield of "Ca; (5) the cross section for 49Ti(p, y)'0V which makes "V, and for "V(n, j)Ti' which destroys it; (6) the radiative reactions "Cl(p, y)"Ar, 'sAr(p, y)'sK, '0Ar(f, y) 'K, '~K(n, y)'OK; and (7) 
